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I 
Some time ago Karel de Leeuw and the author extended the 
classical F. and M. Riesz theorems [12] to a setting which covered 
analytic measures on compact groups with ordered duals [2]. Since 
then Forelli [3] greatly broadened the result to cover analytic measures 
relative to a flow on a locally compact space by means of Hilbert 
space arguments growing out of the work of Helson and Lowden- 
slager [S] (among other things). Quite recently Forelli again used this 
line of argument to obtain analogues of one of the F. and M. Riesz 
theorems for measures orthogonal to the “polycylinder algebra” [4], 
and at about the same time and independent of Forelli’s work, 
a similar argument was applied by Mandrekar and Nadkarni [ZO] to 
give a concise and elegant Hilbert space proof of the main result of [2] 
(and no doubt the “right” proof). 
In a somewhat different direction the abstract F. and M. Riesz 
theorem, concerned with measures orthogonal to function algebras 
with no special group theoretic connections, has evolved into a general 
tool [6]. The purpose of the present note is to point out how it can 
be applied easily to yield half1 of the main result of [2], and also 
extensions of that half similar to those considered by Forelli [4]; 
for example, we show that a complex measure t.~ on the torus 
TN = Tl x T, x --- x T, , orthogonal to a subset of the dual ZN 
such as the rather thin one defined by 
* This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation. 
1 One could not expect to obtain more inasmuch as the abstract result corresponds 
to only part of the first classical result. 
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must vanish on any (Borel) E C TN for which, if & denotes the pro- 
jection of TN onto Tl x *** x Tk , 7TkE meets each coset of Tk in a 
set of linear measure zero, for each K (cf. 3.4 below). 
As far as possible our notation will be that of [6]. But in particular, 
if v is a map of compact spaces y* will denote the induced map of 
measures: y*p(E) = &q-l(E)). All measures will be regular Borel. 
II 
Let G be a compact abelian group with dual r = G^, 4 : r-t R 
a nontrivial homomorphism into the real line with dual q~ : R -+ G. 
A complex measure TV on G is y-analytics if $ vanishes on 
x,V(R-) = $-l{~ E R : r < 0}, 
hence (noting the usual conjugation) if p is orthogonal to the closed 
subalgebra A of C(G) spanned by #-l(R+) = t,h-‘{~ E R : r 2 O}. The 
half of the main result of [2] we wish to establish here asserts that 
for any v-analytic measure p we have 1 p I(E) = 0 for every Bore1 set 
E C G for which 
(2.1) {t E R : x + p)(t) E E} has Lebesgue measure XYO, all x E G. 
In order to do so we shall apply Corollary 1.7 of [6J Choose y E r 
with #(r) > 0, so y E A. With 5 = {y), A and 5 satisfy the hypotheses 
of Theorem 1.6 of [6] by Stone-Weierstrass. Moreover, in the notation 
of that result, the MY-singular part of p is orthogonal to A by the 
second part of [6, Theorem 1.11, with B = C + yA. Thus by [6, 
Corollary I.71 the &P-singular part of p vanishes, and p < &P. 
But now in order to see 1 p I(E) = 0 for E satisfying (2.1) we need 
only see XE = 0 for each X in My, i.e. for each probability measure h 
orthogonal to yA. Such h have Fourier-Stieltjes transforms 3 vanishing 
ofi ~-‘u-tw~ Y%m, and if we choose an absolutely continuous 
measure v on R with D = 1 on the compact sets [-+(y), +(r)] then 
the image measure q~*v on G has (~*v)^ = P 0 $ = 1 on the support 
t We are slightly (and unimportantly) at variance with [2]. 
3 It is precisely at this point that we use an essential property of R. However the 
same argument yields a more general analog: suppose S is a genwating subsemigroup of 
randforsomeyESthereisameasurevonGwith;~loff(y+S)n(--y--S). 
Then for A the closed span of S in C(G) and p I A we have PE = 0 for any Bore1 E 
with v(E + x) = 0, all x E G. (For h = Y * A, all X EM, etc.) 
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of 1, so that X = X * (F*v). Trivially ~*v(E - x) = v(v-i(E - x)) = 
v{t E R : x + v(t) E E), which vanishes by (2.1), so 
AE = 1 cp*I@ - cc) X(dx) = 0, 
completing our proof.4 
III 
Let A be a closed subalgebra of C(X) containing 1 and let ~8% be 
an A-module in C(X). As was noted briefly in [6, $31 the abstract 
F. and M. Riesz Theorem applies to elements p of ~%!‘-l : if v E +m%nA 
and p = p.F + t+’ is the Lebesgue decomposition of p relative to il4, 
then I*.F , PF’ E ML (cf. 16, 3.11). 
This fact, along with a portion of the proof of [6, 1.61, provides the 
basis of our analogues of the results of Forelli in [#I. Our main tool 
is the simple 
THEOREM 3.1. With A and &’ as above, let y be a non-invertible 
element of A invertible in C(X), and let TV = pF + pF’ be the Lebesgue 
decomposition of p E 41 relative to MY, the probability measures on X 
orthogonal to yA: pF~ < My and F is My-null. 
Then pF 1 (A, y-l)&‘, where (A, y-l) is the subalgebra of C(X) 
generated by A and y-l. 
Thus knowledge of the common null sets of [(A, y-l) X]J- and those 
of MY gives some common null sets of J&‘~. 
To obtain 3.1 we imitate the proof of [6, 1.61: choose 9) E ‘JJZ, for 
which v(y) = 0, and let X E Mq . We already know pF is in JY~ since 
.J&’ is a C + yA-module, and so for m E ,4! 
my-%F - pF(q-‘) x is orthogonal to C + yA. 
Applying the abstract F. and M. Riesz theorem to C + yA, the M>, 
singular part of this measure is orthogonal to C + yA, i.e., my-& is. 
Thus my-‘pF 1 1 and y-‘pF 1 &!. 
Now repeating the argument with y-l~~ in place of pF shows 
y-2~F 1 .A, and then ydnpLF I .&’ = AA, so pF 1 y-“A.&’ for all n, 
yielding the theorem. 
As a first (very special) consequence of 3.1 we note that if (A, y-l) 
is dense in C(X), so TV = pF < MY for each p in &?I, then we have 
j p !(E) =y 0 for all p in =X1 provided y(E) is a null set for all proba- 
4 For measurability of the functions involved above, see the references given in [2]. 
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bility measures on y(X) C C representing the origin on &J(X)) 
(since y*My is contained in that set). In particular if 1 y 1 G 1 we 
have 1 p I(E) = 0 if yE is of Lebesgue measure zero. 
Our main applications of 3.1 have a group setting, and are somewhat 
complicated by the fact that we shall not want to be restricted to 
compact groups. Matters are indeed much simpler for compact 
groups, so before turning to general corollaries we consider one 
simple example: 
Consider the measures p on the torus T2 = TI x T2 with Fourier- 
Stieltjes transforms vanishing on the negative of the subset 
S = {(m, n) E Z2 : m 3 9, n 3 0} 
of Z2 = T2^, i.e., the measures orthogonal to the closed span k’ of S 
in C(T2). If A is the closed subalgebra of C(T2) generated by the 
character y corresponding to (I, 0) then k’ is an A-module, so 
p = pi + p2 for mutually singular pi 1 J&, with pLi < My for i = 1 
and MY-singular for i = 2, and with p2 1 (A, r-l)&! by 3.1, hence 
orthogonal to {(m, rz) E Z2 : n > O}. Now the result of Section 2 
applies, with $(m, n) = n and dual p7 : R + T* given by p)(t) = (1, e21rif), 
to assert that 1 p2 1 vanishes on any subset E of T2 = TI x T, which 
meets each coset of T2 in a set of Lebesgue measure zero (cf. 2.1)). 
Thus if E has this property and also has rrIE of linear measure zero 
(~7~ being the projection on TJ then 1 p I(E) = 0. Indeed I p2 I(E) = 0 
as we have seen, while the elements My-the set of probability 
measures X on T* orthogonal to yA = span{(m, 0) : m > I}-are just 
the probability measures X for which rr,*h is Lebesgue measure on 
the circle, so 0 = rI*h(nlE) = X(rr%,E) > XE > 0; since pi < My, 
I ~1 I(E) = 0. 
This example is typical of the applications we have in mind, and will 
formalize in 3.3 and 3.4 below. As is to be expected, for higher dimen- 
sions we shall have to apply 3.1 repeatedly, and we shall do so via 
LEMMA 3.2. Let G be a locally compact abelian group, H a closed 
subgroup of the dual r = GA, and # : H---t R a non-trivial homo- 
morphism with dual v : R -+ H^ = G/K, where K = HI is the subgroup 
of G orthogonal to H. Let r : G -+ G/K be the canonical map. 
Suppose S C F and S + t,kl(R+) C S so that & = span S is an 
A-module for A = span @l(R+). Then p E &?i implies p = pcL1 + pI’ for 
mutually singular measures pI and pI’ on G orthogonal to A, for which 
(i) / p1 I(E) = 0 for any Bore1 E C G with {t E R : x + v(t) E rrE} 
of linear measure zero for all x in G/K, 
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(ii) pl’ is carried by such a set E and is orthogonal to S + H. 
P ere “span” means “closed span in C(G).” Note that if H = T, 
pr’ = 0 and so we recover the (essentially trivial) extension of the 
result of $2 to locally compact abelian groups [2, $91.) 
Proof. We shall consider p as a measure on the Bohr compacti- 
fication G” of G, and L&’ and A as their isomorphs in C(G”). Choosing 
y E H with #(r) > 0 we can now apply 3.1 to assert that p = pl + pr’, 
with mutually singular measures (carried by G as restrictions of p), 
and with pr < My, pr’ carried by an My-null set and orthogonal to 
(A, y-‘)A, hence to the subset S + H of r. 
Now ?r : G -+ G/K extends to a map 7ra :G” -+ (G/K)” while for h E My, 
the probability measures on G” orthogonal to yA, hence to 
PMY), 4) C H> we have ((+)*A)^ = A\(G/K)a^ = ^n 1 Ha (since 
(G/K)@ = Ha, the d iscrete version of H, and the injection 
Ha -+ P = G”^ is dual to +). Thus ((+)*A)” is supported by 
wh7w~ em d ‘f an 1 we choose an absolutely continuous measure 
v on R with i E 1 on [-#(y), #(r)] then (~*v)^ E 1 on 
3-‘bYr)~ $wl, so ((Tr”)*x) * (p’*v) = (+)*A. 
As in Section 2, for E as in (i), 
0 < hE < A((+)-l +E) = A((+)-l TE) = (+)* h(d) 
=I 
y.T*+rE - x) (TP)* A(&). 
(G/K)’ 
But 
~*v(rE - x) = v(q’(rE - x)) = u(t E R : x + q(t) E xE) = vF, = 0 
since, for x in the subset G/K of (G/KY, F, is of linear measure zero 
and v is absolutely continuous, while F, is void unless 
(TE--)nG/K# ia, 
i.e. unless x E rrE + (G/K) C G/K. We conclude that XE = 0 for E 
as in i) and h in My, whence 1 p1 I(E) = 0 since5 pI < My. So our 
proof is complete. 
5 By the definition in [6] this implies 1 pL1 I(E) = 0 if E is a Baire set; since pL1 is 
regular Borel, it follows for Bore1 sets. 
Thus, all such E are MY-null. Conversely if E fails to satisfy the condition in i) 
for some x it is not &P-null: let Y be an absolutely continuous probability measure on 
R with C 2 0 off (- #(y), #(b(r)) so Y is equivalent to Lebesgue measure, as is well 
known, and ‘p*v c MY. Then p*v(--x + E) = v(yr’(--x + E)) = u{t ER: 
x + v,(t) E E} > 0. 
Since pI’ is carried by an MY-null set the first assertion of (ii) is clear. 
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For many S a series of applications of 3.2 is possible; for pl’ is 
orthogonal to S + H and this set may be invariant under translation 
by “half” of another subgroup of r. Suppose for example we have a 
(finite or infinite) sequence of subgroups HI, H, ,... of r, corre- 
sponding homomorphisms #pE : H, -P R with duals y’n and 
(~+~l+‘~~+H,~,)+~,+cs+Hl+~~~+H,-,, 
where I-I,+ = @(R+), 
for n > 1. Then we can indeed apply 3.2 repeatedly, first to write p 1 S 
as p1 + pr’ using H = HI , # = #r , and then, since pr’ L S + HI , 
to write 
CL1’==ELa+p2’, P2f I s + Hl+ H2, 
where pa, pa’ satisfy (i) and (ii) of 3.2 for S + HI , H = Hz , and 
v = y2 . Continuing, we have 
with pLn , pn’ satisfying (i) and (ii) of 3.2 for H = H, , 4p = vn , etc., 
and CL,,’ orthogonal to S + HI + *** + H, . Since all these measures 
are mutually singular (and in fact just various restrictions of p itself) 
J+,, converges in norm if infinite, and in any case TV - &, is orthog- 
onal to S + H, where Ii is the subgroup of r the H, generate (since 
CL& and SO &a+k, is orthogonal to S + H, + a** -/- If, for all 
n, k > 1). So if the H,, generate I’ we conclude that p = Zp,, , which 
yields 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let G be a locally compact abelian gtoup, 
{HI , H2 ,...} a sequence of subgroups generating the dual P =: GA of G, 
with associated nontrivial homomorphisms $, : If,, -P R and duals 
v’n : R * If,,^ = G/K,, , K,, = fi,l. Let x,, be the canonical map of G 
onto G/K,, . 
Suppose S C r satisjies 
(S + HI+ *.* + H,-1) + H,,+ C S + HI + ... t H,-, , 
where H,,+ = t/$(R+), 
for all n 2 1. Then we may write any measure ~1 on G orthogonal to S 
as a sum Cp, of mutually singular measures where, for each n, 
(i) 1 CL,, I(E) = 0 if {t E R : x + v%(t) E 7t,,E) is of linear measure 
zero for all x in G/K,, , 
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(ii) Pn+l is orthogonal to S + H1 + *.a + H, . 
In particular 1 p I(E) = 0 if E satisfies the hypothesis in (i) for each n; 
and Jinally, if such an E is also compact it is an interpolation set for the 
closure in C(G) of the span of S (i.e., (span S)- 1 E = C(E)). 
For the first of the final assertions we need only note that 1 p l(E) = 
,Z 1 pn J(E). For the second, if G is compact we need only cite Bishop’s 
interpolation theorem [I, and 5, 3.21 since we know pE = 0 for all 
complex measures on G orthogonal to S. That we consider all 
orthogonal measures on a compact space is essential to that result, 
so in general we must replace G by Ga, and verify (as is easily done) 
that for the new K, , yn , rrr, we obtain we have the hypothesis in (i) a 
consequence of the original one. We omit the verification. 
When the subgroups Ki = H,l are direct summands of G, 
G = Ki @ Fi , we can identify Fi with G/K, , and our result may be 
expressed more concretely. As one quite special case we note 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let G = nT=, Gi, where each G+ is either the 
real line or the circle so each dual I’i = GiA is the real line or integers. 
Let & be the projection of G onto niGk Gi and let 
P, = {(x1 )..., x k , 0 )..., 0) E r : Xk >, 0). 
Suppose S C r = n ri has the property that S + P1 C S, 
(S - Pl) + Pz c s - P1 ,...) 
(S-P1---. -P,-l)+Pncs-P~--..-Pp,-l. 
Thenifv*.S, IpI(E)=Of or any E C G for which, for each k < n, 
vkE meets each coset of Gk in Nick Gi in a set of linear measure zero, 
and any such compact set E is an interpolation set for the closed span of 
S in C(G). 
We might note that here our choice of the Hk (as niGk ri x (0)) is 
not the only one possible; for S as above we could equally well take 
H, = I’, since our hypotheses on S amount to S + I’,+ C S, 
(s + r,) + r,+ c s + r, ,.... But doing so yields in fact a much 
weaker conclusion since now each projection “i takes us onto the 
single factor Gi : we conclude that / p I(E) = 0 for any E whose 
projection into Gi is of linear measure zero for all i. 
When our r, are all isomorphic, =Z say, we can naturally make an 
arbitrary choice of basis in I’ = .D in applying 3.4. Thus we should 
remark that we can obtain Forelli’s first result [4, Theorem l] for his 
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vector w chosen rational (for irrational w some device such as 
[4, Lemma 41 seems necessary) by taking w as a multiple of (1, O,..., 0) 
and S as an appropriate image of the positive orthant under some 
automorphism of 2 n. Actually obtaining the result this way uses 3.2 
only once (S - Pr = r since w is taken interior to the orthant). 
We remark that 3.4 applies equally well if G is a countably infinite 
product of circles and (finitely many) lines. Thus for example, we can 
describe some (nontrivial) null sets of the measures on the countably 
infinite torus T” orthogonal to the set S of all decreasing (and 
eventually zero) sequences of integers. 
As a final remark, suppose A C C(X) is a separating algebra 
generated by unimodular functions and X is compact metric, so we 
can take our set of generators as a sequence u1 , u2 ,.... Then 
u : x--f (ur(x), u,(x),...) maps X homeomorphically into a torus 
Tl x T2 x -en, and there A appears as the closed span of the char- 
acters lying in the nonnegative orthant. So p in Al implies 1 p l(E) = 0 
for any compact EC X for which {(ur(x),..., u,(x)): x E E) meets 
each coset of T, in Tl x .*a x T, in a set of linear measure zero 
for every n. 
IV 
Remark. After the above main portion of this paper was completed 
I learned of J.-P. Kahane’s proof [9] of the recent result of Piranian, 
Shields, and Wells [IO] containing the classical first F. and M. Riesz 
theorem (see also [7]). The relevance of Kahane’s result here is that 
it is a perfectly general fact about function algebras whose applicability 
depends on fairly exact knowledge of the common null sets of 
1 A’ 1 = (1 p 1 : p E Al} which we now have in the context of Section 2. 
THEOREM 4.1 (Kahane). Let A be a closed separating subalgebra 
of C(X) and kJ a sequence of measures with pn < 1 Al 1, while 
exists for each bounded Baire f which is a pointwise limit of a bounded 
sequence in A. 
Then there is a measure p satisfying 
40 = j-f 4, allf in A, 
with p < ( Al 1; moreover the last condition is satisfied by any measure 
representing G on A. 
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Here p + AJ- is the unique w * cluster point of the necessarily 
bounded sequence (pn + Al} in the dual A* of A. To see how 
Kahane’s argument [9] applies, note that if 1 p / < / Al / fails, by 
regularity we have a compact E with PE # 0 = / v j(E), all v in A’, 
and indeed a compact Baire set E (hence a G,) with this property. 
By [5, 4.81, vE = 0 for all v in Al implies some h E A peaks on E, 
and so we may construct the pointwise limit f of the bounded sequence 
{$=r (- l)jh”f} which leads to Kahane’s contradiction. (Kahane’s 
relations (l)-(3) hold, with pn in place of 0 n ; in particular note that 
(2) assumes the form 
lim 
s 
h” dp, = 0, all n, m+m 
which holds since E is 1 Al I-null, hence 1 pn I-null. It is precisely 
here that the hypothesis pn < 1 AJ- / enters.) 
In the context of Section 2 we can identify all I Al I-null sets, and 
they are characterized by (2.1). Indeed, with the result of Section 2 
we need only see that if (2.1) fails for E (and say x = 0) then E is not 
/ Al /-null; but whether v is 1 - 1 or maps R onto a circle it is easy 
to find a measure v on R orthogonal to A 0 g, (e.g. with i = 0 on half 
of R), so that p)*v E A-L, while I v*v 1 is equivalent to Lebesgue measure 
on the line or circle F(R), and then j v*v j(E) # 0. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Suppose G is a compact abelian group and A is 
the algebra of continuous y-analytic functions on G defined as in 
Section 2. If {pm} is a sequence of measures vanishing on all sets E 
satisfying (2. l), and 
for each bounded Baire f which is the pointwise limit of a bounded 
sequence in A, then p also vanishes on all sets satisfying (2.1). 
The maximal ideal space of A carries some analytic structure (off G) 
and it is now possible to state a corollary involving ana analogue of 
the radial approach in the second theorem of Piranian, Shields, and 
Wells. However it is simpler to consider the case of the polycylinder 
algebra where our incomplete knowledge of the 1 Al I-null sets still 
allows an interesting result. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Suppose rk 7 I and p is a measure on the torus Tn 
for which 
t(f) = $+z If (rlct) p(dt) (4.1) 
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exists for each bounded analytic f on the open unit polycylinder (Dn)O in 
C”. 
Then6 p < 1 P(D”)-L I. 
Thus j /L J(E) = 0 f or each common null set we can obtain via 3.4 
or Forelli’s results [JJ. To prove 4.3 note that 
If(7Q &W = J/Ivf(eiet) PA3 4@), f E P(D”), 
where P,, is the Poisson kernel, so that if we set 
we obtain a measure pk for which 
If (4 h(4 = J/f (t> kWe 4 Pr,@9 de 
= fS fpt) p,&(e) p(dt) de (4.2) 
= s f w> Pm f e P(Dn). 
Now any bounded f on Tn which is a pointwise limit of a bounded 
sequence in P(Dn) has a natural extension to all of Dn which is bounded 
and holomorphic on the interior of D”, while (4.2) holds for this 
extension by dominated convergence. So for each such f we conclude 
that t(f) = lim Jf dpk exists by (4.1) and (4.2). Since p is the only 
possible w* cluster point of (pk}, we can conclude from Kahane’s 
Lizr-;rn that p < 1 P(Dn)l 1 once we verify that pk < 1 P(Dn)l ) for 
Suppose E is / P(Dn)l 1 -null: Since each circular orbit {eist : 1 0 ( < 7r} 
in Tn carries a measure v orthogonal to P(D”) with 1 v / equivalent. to 
Lebesgue measure on that circle, E must meet any such circle in a 
set of Lebesgue measure zero. So 
1 pk I@) < I 1 P /tepieE) pTk(e) de 
= ss x&+‘V I P I (4 we) de 
= ss XE(eiet) q,(e) de 1 p 1 (dt) = 0 
by Fubini, completing our proof. 
6 Recall that P(P) is the closed subalgebra of C( 5”“) spanned by the polynomials. 
and P(Dfl)1 consists of the orthogonal measures on Tn. 
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Remark 4.4 (added April, 1969). One further consequence of 3.1 
should be noted: 
Suppose .% is a set of non-invertibles in A invertible in C(X) for which 
(A, 9-l)d is dense in C(X). Then for any p in JY~ there is a sequence 
{f,} in 9 and mutually singular restrictions V~ of TV with vl, < Mfn and 
IL-f%, vn -L &f;‘,... Le.,, Jr. (4.3) 
1 
Consequently ;f (A, F-l) . d 2s ense, the collection of j AL l-null sets is 
just 0, Nf , where Nf is the collection of Mf-null sets, f E 9. 
For f E 9 let pf denote the Mf-absolutely continuous component 
of p. Choose fi with Ij pfl 11 3 &supll pf //, and set vr = pfl so 
vr 1 J? = A&Z, and p - vr I (A,f,‘&k by 3.1. Having chosen 
fj , and mutually singular restrictions vi for j < 7 so that p - Cy-” vj 
is orthogonal to (A,f;l,..., f;$h’, we choose f, so that 
and set V~ = (p - x:-r vi)f . Since the vj are mutually singular 
restrictions of p this restrict&n of p - CT-’ vj is evidently a restriction 
of p mutually singular with vr ,..., v,-r . Moreover if we set 
P - r vi = v, + u then u is the Mfn-singular component of the 
measure on the left, which is orthogonal to the A-module 
(A, f;l,..., f ;1&%’ by hypothesis; thus by 3.1 (5 is orthogonal to 
(A,f ,‘)(4f~‘,...,f iA)& = (A,f,L.,f n%@. 
So by induction we obtain sequences {f,), {vn} with, evidently, 
C II v, II -=c ~0 and sup ll(p - CyA vj’i)f II < 27 P Il. Hence P - C,” vj 
is an Mf-singular measure for all f E 5, and that implies it is orthog- 
onal to (A, g;l,... , g;‘)&’ for any finite subset {g, ,..., g,} of 9 by 3.1, 
hence to the dense subspace (A, F-‘)JZ, and p = CT vi . And since 
p - C; vi I (A,f,l,...,f,l)Ac by [6 3.11 
%+1 = (P - $ vj)ln+l I GwA..,f3 J@, 
since v1 1 AJs’ the assertions of (4.3) hold. 
As a consequence of (4.3) any F C X which is Mf-null for all f is 
I &I I-null. When & is in particular the module A itself the converse 
also obtains: if F is not Mt-null for some f then hF > 0 for some 
h E Mf, so fh is an element of Al for which ($I), # 0 since 1 fh 1 is 
equivalent to X, f being invertible in C(X). 
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